Call for Articles
The Republic of Moldova despite being a small country in Eastern Europe that
does not possess big military and economic potential is a salient point on geopolitical
map of the continent. It is a result of its location on the borderland of the mighty
structures shaping the contemporary geopolitical lineup in the world – on the one hand
the European Union and NATO and, on the other, the international organizations in postSoviet area. The hybrid war, which has been waged in Ukraine for few years, drew
attention of the world also on the territories, which in future could be absorbed by this
kind of conflict. Among them, as it seems, one could
enumerate Moldova.
The peer-reviewed academic journal “Ante Portas –
Security Studies” (www.anteportas.pl/en) will dedicate
the entire issue no. 1(8)/2017 to the subject-matter of the
Moldova’s weight on geopolitical map of Europe. Therefore,
we announce the beginning of the submission process to
this issue, suggesting the following range of topics:
 Moldova towards the conflict in Ukraine;
 bilateral Moldova-Romania relations;
 bilateral Moldova-United States relations;
 bilateral Moldova-Russia relations;
 Moldova towards the European integration;
 the question of Transnistria within the context of
international law, international relations and the future
of Moldova’s statehood;
 Gagausian separatism and its ramifications for
Moldova’s state system and society;
 the issue of Moldova’s society identity;
 Moldova’s financial security;
 Moldova’s energy security;
 the problem of corruption in Moldova;
 oligarchization of Moldovan economy and politics;


the problem of human rights observance in Moldova;

 threats and challenges for the freedom of speech in Moldova.

Information for authors
We ask to submit proposals of the articles to March 15, 2017 on e-mail address:
redakcja@anteportas.pl Prepared texts should be sent in not later than April 30, 2017.
In case of questions we ask for contact via e-mail. For detailed editorial requirements
see: http://anteportas.pl/en/501-2/

The articles should include:
 short biographical note of the author (academic title, affiliation, research
interests, 100 words or half a page);
 summary in Polish for articles written in Polish (maximally 15 lines);
 summary in English for articles written in Polish and English (maximally 15 lines);
 key words in Polish for articles written in Polish;
 key words in English for articles written in Polish and English.
Submissions should not have been previously published. All submissions are
subject to blind peer review. Texts should be fully proofed for grammatical and
typographical errors before submission.
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